Will you Eat.... or Be Eaten??

1. Camouflage helps prey hide from predators so they don’t become food! Name each prey animal, then color it in so a predator can’t find it.

2. Match each trait with the animal it belongs to!

1) Rabbit  
2) Chameleon  
3) Porcupine  
4) Bobcat  
5) Elephant  
6) Shark

   a. Large Claws  
   b. Sharp Teeth  
   c. Tusks  
   d. Large Ears  
   e. Cryptic Color  
   f. Spines
3. Yellowstone National Park is full of nature and wildlife, but do you remember who eats who? Think about the game we played, and write the name of each picture in the correct place in the chart.
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1. Camouflage helps prey hide from predators so they don't become food! Name each prey animal, then color it in so a predator can't find it.

   Colored in animals should look like the background

   _Moth/Butterfly_  _Frog_

   _Deer_

2. Match each trait with the animal it belongs to!

   1) Rabbit   d. a. Large Claws
   2) Chameleon e. b. Sharp Teeth
   3) Porcupine f. c. Tusks
   4) Bobcat   a. d. Large Ears
   5) Elephant c. e. Camouflage
   6) Shark    b. f. Spines
3. Yellowstone National Park is full of nature and wildlife, but do you remember who eats who? Think about the game we played, and write the name of each picture in the correct place on the chart.